We have produced two-dimensional maps of the intensiiy ratio, Qm, of 60 pm infrared to 20 cm radio continuum emission, for a set of 25 nearby gajaxies, mostly spirals.
Introduction
Observations of spiral galaxies at far-infrared and centimeter wavelengths have rcvealecl a strong correlation between 'the flux densities in tllcsc two regimes (I) ickcy & Salpcter 1984; dc Jong ct al, 1985; IIc1ou, Soifcr, & Rowan-l{obinso]) 1985; Sanclcrs & hflirabcl 1985) . The correlation appears to hold for all galaxies whose far-i nfrarccl luminosities are dominated by on-going star formation, including cllipticals with hidden star-forming disks (Wrobcl & IIccschcn 1988 ) and distant starburst galaxies at z > 0.1 and I,FII{ > 10111,0 (Karoji et al. 1985) . This was unexpected, since different mcclianisms arc responsible for the infrared and radio emission-the infrared rcprcscnts thermal e]nission from heated clust, while the radio is do]ninated by non-thcrma] syllchrotron cmissio]), even though thcrma] bremsstrahlung plays an important role at frequencies above about 5 Gllz (Price k, Duric 1992).
Naturally, the result prompted comparisons bct~vccn the spatial structure of galaxy disks at infrared and radio wavelengths. A close c.orrcspondcncc has been found between the spatial appearance of spiral galaxies in these twcj wavelength regimes (Wundcrlich & Klein 1988; Wainscoat, dc Jong & Wcssclius 1987) , althoug]] the, infrarcxl-to-radio intensity ratio appears to be enhanced in the central regions (I) cck & Golla 1988; Bicay, Helou, & Con don, 1989) . hlore recently, Bicay & Hc]ou (1990; B]+ 90) compa,rcd the spatial distributions, at 60 pm and 20 cm wavelength, for 25 galaxies (24 late,-type spirals and 1 irregular), and found that the radio images had the appearance of smeared versions of the infrared images.
The above studies have suggested that the underlying link between infrared and radio emission involves the formation of relatively massive (2 5A40) stars, which heat the infrarcdcmitting dust, and then accelerate the synchrotron-emitting electrons during the subsequent supcnmova phase. On the question of why the infrared-radio correlation should be so tight, IIc]ou and Bicay (1993) have suggested that this comes about bccausc the dust-heating photons and relativistic c]cctrons arc generated in the same proportions in all galaxies, and there is a close coupling bctwccn magnetic ficlcl strength and gas density. An alternative explanation has been advanced by 13cttens ci al. (1 993) , who llavc invoked a feedback mechanism in which the cosmic-ray electrons (gcncratccl by tllc supernova) influence the subscqucmt star-formation rate in molecular clouds, via ionization effects. For any of these models, the smearing of the radio images finds a natural explanation in terms of the diffusion of the synchrotron-emi tting electrons before they are subscqucnt]y lost to ra.diat,ivc decay or cscapc (131190).
'1'he infrared images on which tile 111190 study was based were dcrivccl direct] y from the raw detector data from the lnfrarcd Astronomy Satellite (I I{,AS), which were of rather coarse spatial resolution (1 !5 x 4 !7). Since the latter climcnsion was comparable to the sizes of the galaxies ihcmselves, the study was basically 1 -dimensional in terms of spatial resolution. in this paper we dcscribc an i]mprovccl approach to the study of the spatial properties of tllc infrared-radio correlation using infrared data of higher spatial resolution (* 1' in both coordinates).
Data
The galaxy sample used in the current investigation consisted of the same 25 galaxies studied by DH90. Our input data for each galaxy consistcc] of (1) Radio continuum image at 20 cm wavelength (frequency 1.49 GHz) made using the 4 VI,A, and dcscribcd by Condon (1987) . l'he CI,I';AN algorithm was applied to the maps, with circular Gaussian restoring beams of full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) 0!8, 0!9, or 1 !0.
(2) Infrared continuum image at 60 pm wavelength, made using data from the ]nfared Astronomy Satellite (IRAS), and the imaging technique known as the Maximum Correlation Method (MCM), described by Aumann, Fowler, and hlclnyk (1990) . The number of iterations used was 20.
Although the infrared and radio inmgcs had comparable spatial resolution (W 1 '), the infrared images were nonisoplanatic. The bcllavior of their rcsu]ting point spread functions (PS1?S) was dctcrmincd by the IRAS scanning geometry, the spatial responses of the set of IRAS detectors that scanned the source, and tl~c inherent properties of the MCM. Since the goal of the study was to compare radio a]ld i]] frarecl images at the same spatial resolution, further processing was necessary.
Analysis Procedure
III order to produce pairs of images (raclio and infrared) with the same spatial resolution, wc re-CLEA Ned the radio images and restored thcm using an effect ivc P SF corresponding to the infrared images. q'hc procedure invo]vcd the fo]lowing steps:
(1) l)econvolvc the raclio I'SF. This step was ncccssary since the original sets of CI,EAN components involved in Condon)s (1987) maps were not available. The cleconvolution was performed by a reapplication of the CLEAN algorithm, basecl on the same circular Gaussian beam which Con don had used to restore each map. The image was CLEANed down to 5 the residual noise level (0.1 mJy/bcanl), yielding a source model in the form of a set of delta-function components.
(2) Generate synthetic "raw detector clata" as would bc observed if this source model were scanned using detectors whose spatial responses were the same as for IRAS, and using the same scanning geometry as for the original lltAS observations.
(3) Run these data through the same MChl imaging algorit]lm as was used to generate the infrared images. q'he pixel size (1 5"), field of view, and position of the ccntcr pixel, were the same as for the corresponding infrarccl image, Since the Cl, EANing operation introduces a small dcgrcw of additional smoothing to the radio image as a result of the discrctization of component locations, some compensating smoothing was necessary for width was a small fraction the infrared image. '1'l)c form of the smoothing function, whose of a pixel, was dcimrmined numerically. 1 Iaving al)plicd this compensation, the result in each case was a radio image whose spatial resolution properties wc:rc csscntial]y identical to that of the corresponding infrared image. 13ccausc of uncertainties in the absolute positioning of the IILAS clata (resulting in errors comparable to a registration step, pixel width in the infrared images), it was ncccssary to perform a final 'l'hc required position oflsct of the infrared image, (Aa,A6), was estimated by minimizing the sum of squares of residuals, #(Ao, Afi, q), defined by:
(1) cr,6 ( 6) and lGO(a, 6) represent the intensity distributions at wavc]cngths 20 cm and where l'oC,l, Q, 60 pm, respectively, as a function of right ascension, a, and declination, 6, and q is a scaling factor representing the weighted-mean ratio of infrared to radio intensity. The summation was performed over all positions which fell within a rectangular box, constructed so as to 'include the galaxy but exclude background sources.
The final numerical step was to calculate the infrarcxl-to-radio intensity ratio, QGO = 160/120.,,,, as a function of position. '1'his quantity was then plottcc], in the form of a greyscale image, for all positions for which QM a 3~Q, wllcrc ~Q is the standard deviation in Q. The quantity ~Q was dciermined by the noise ]CVC]S in the infrared and radio images, which were dominated by the dynamic ranges of the proccsscd radio maps, typically 70:1.
4 Plots of ~603 and associated discussion l~igure 1 (a-d) shows the results for all 25 galaxies , in the form of plots of Q60, each of which is shown alongside a plot of infrared surface brightness, ]GO. The peak value of Q GO on each plot (denoted Q1,~ak) is listed in 'l'able 1. llxamination of the plots sl)ows that in nearly all cases, there is a local maximum in Q60 coinc, idcnt witlj the galactic nucleus, as found by 111190. '1'hc principal exceptions to this bel)avior were IC IO (an irregular galaxy) and NGC 3031 (a disk galaxy with a strong Scyfcrt nLIclcus), ]leithcr of which were expcctcd to fit the mode]. In order to illustrate different aspects of the behavior of Q 60 , we have plotted the data in the form of histograms, azimuthal] y averaged profiles, and scatter plots. For each of these plots, points which fell within onc bcamwidth (1') of a confusing point source on the radio maps (as identified by Conclon 1987) were cxcludcd. distinct tendency for edge-on galaxies (e.g. NGC 891, NGC 4565, and NGC 5907) to have narrow histograms, i.e. small variations of Q60) across the galaxy. '1'his is consistent with the spread being duc in large measu~c to t,l~e contrast between various parts of the disk; when the clisk is viewed edge-on, the contrast is dilnil)ishcd or diluted because the line of sight avcra,gcs over various disk regions,
Azimuthally averaged profiles
Azimuthally-averaged profiles of Qco as a function of radial distance, r, from the nucleus arc prescnicd in Figure 3 . The values of Q60 were averaged in elliptical annuli on the sky (circular in the plane of the galaxy), The nucleus was taken as the position of peak infrared 8 intensity.
The averaged radial profllcs of QGO confirm tllc resu decreases more-or-less monotonically y outward from the 1... founcl by 111190, whcv+y Q60 CICUS. One cxccption, already noted by BH90, is NGC 3031, whose Scyfcrt nuc]cus produces cnhanccd radio emission which results in a strong central depression in Q GO . Other exceptions arc the edge-on galaxies, such as of NGC 891, NGC 4565, and NGC 5907, whose Qco profi]cs arc essentially flat. q'hc lack Q60 gradients for these galaxies is also quite apparent from the 2-dinlensional images of Figure 1 . If we assume that their intensity distributions are described by the diffusion model, with a diffusion scale comparab]c to other galaxies in the sample, then the above behavior is inconsistent with simple radial exponential models for the radio and infrared intensity distributions, since such distributiolis produce very little softcl]ing of the observed gradients with increasing inclination of tlhe galaxy, with ,norc Colllp]ica,tcd illtellsi~y distributions, however, one might explain the cflcct in tcmns of the contrast-dilution mentioned above, whereby radial trends in QGO are diluted by the superposition of otllcr emission regions along the line of sight. Wc will examine this hypot(llesis cluantitatlivcly in Section 5, using estimates of the gradients.
Scatter plots
Scatter plots of Q60 were constructcxl as a function of r , and as a function of infrared surface brightness, 160. For these plots, the spatial sampling interval was chosen to correspond to the resolution of the images (1' in both orthogonal axes), in order to ensure that each point represents essentially independent information. '1'he scatter plots are presented in pairs, and Table 1 . 'J'lIc plot SIIOWS a distinct, albeit weak, correlation between these two quantities, in the increasing inclination.
The trend is consistent with the sense tl)a,t the relative raclial gradient dccrcases with explanation, advanced earlier, for the lack of an observable Q 60 gradicmt for the edge-on galaxies. Specifically, the greater the inclination of the galaxy, the greater the number of emission regions which become averaged, within the instrumental beam, along the line of sight, and llencc the greater will be the dilution of the Q60 gradients. We have tcstecl the plausibilit-y of this hypothesis by simulating the appearance of edge-on galaxies using 1-dimensional "fan-beam" averages of nearly-face-on galaxies, and examining the corrcspon cling spatial behavior of Q60. This was carried out for the 9 galaxies with i < 45°; fan-beam averages "were constructed in two orthogonal clircctions for each gal ax y, making a, total of 18 cases. Before the fal)-beam averaging, tllc mean value of re]ativc ~adia] gradient (l~iSk/lQ ) was (),27 ~: 0.08. Ai'tcr the fa.n-bc!aln aVCragillg, the mean value was reduced significantly, to 0.13 + O. 16; individual values have been plotted on Figure   5 . We therefore concluc]e that the above trend with inclination can be cxplaincxl by the contrast dilution effect.
The contrast dilution estimated Q 60 gradients effect also provides an cxp]anation for the fact tend to bc larger than those of 11]190. '1'hc that the presentlyrea.son is that the spatial resolution in the latter study was much poorer along one axis, resulting effectively in fan-beam averaging along that axis, and, conscqucntly, contrast dilution in the same way as was simulated above. Since contrast dilution makes the estinmtccl gradients resolution-13 dcpcnclent, caution must bc exercised in intcrprciing the results. llascd cm higher resolution clata from other wavelengths, we would cxpcd tl]c prcsen cc of a con sidcrablc amount of structure below the resolution limit of the present study, al)d hence the present data undouhtcdly suffer from contrast clilution effects also. For a fixed angular resolution (1' in the present case), the ]incar size of the resolution element (in kpc) will bc proportional to clistance, and since the distances span an order of magnitude (2.!) 25.7 hflpc), the degree of contrast dilution will vary greatly over this sample of spiral galaxies. '1'I]c estimated Q 60 gradients are therefore best regarded as lower limits.
Are the Observed Q60 Gradients Real?
Could the radial gradients in Q60 be spurious effects induced by ihc data reduction? In considering this question, it is important to note that t]lc rcctific.ation ]Jroccdurc described in %ction 3 was carefully designed to ensure that botl) the radio and infrarccl maps possessed the same spatial resolution , so that any observed differences could be attributed to real differences in source structure It assumed, of Course, that the inst,rumcnt,a,] resolution was known accurately for both radio ancl infrared. WC bc]icve that, this is a good assumption, since (a) the spatial resolution of the raclio images is cletcrmined by the physical spacing of the interferometer dishes and by the wicltll of the restoring beam, both of which are Perhaps the best piccc of indepcndcmt evidence for the reality of the radial gradients is that some galaxies do not show the effect at all. If the gradients were simply a result of the radio images possessing more instrumental smearing tl]a.n the infrared images, then all of the compact infrared sources on the images (c,g., the galactic nuclei) WOUIC1 correspond
to Simi]ar local radial dccrcascs in 4?60. The fact that some galaxies (e.g., NGC 891, NGC 4565, and N(3C 5907) show no Q60 gradients while others (e.g., NGC 4303 and NGC 6946)
show a prominent fallo{f from the nucleus, strongly supports a Iloll-i]lstrlllnclltal origin for the gradients.
A piccc of statistical evidence for t,hc reality of the gradients is that tllc Qco gradients appear to be systematically suppressed for the lligll-illclillatioll g;alaxicx. Since the calculation of the Z-dimensional Q60 images involved no assumptic)ns about inclination, this argues for an astrophysical origin for the graclicmts. As the spatial resolution of using various smearing kcmc]s. Such a study will be the tl]c imagc!s is incrcasccl in fut,urc observations, we expect that a point will be reachccl at which stmctural details c)f t]lc confining magnetic field are resolved, and the convolutional relation will begin to break do~vn. In the case of NGC 253, tl]c mid-111 and radio become dccorrelatcxl on spatial scales })C1OW about 100 pc (Kcto et. al. 1993) . If this scale is representative of ihc far-l]{, also, tl)cn tl~c spatial resolution of the present ilmages is an order of magnitude too coarse to show such effects. Wc therefore expect the convolutional relation to bc maintained, and will attempt to verify this in our upcoming paper. ,, , , , , , . ... ,,, ,,, ,,, , , , , .,,,,,,,,, ,, : , : ,
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